Foundations for Progress

Pro, Superintendent Educational Plans Praised by Manufacturers

Manufacturers of playing equipment and course materials and machinery advise that this year will go into the books as one of very good but not record sales volume. The weather generally has been favorable for turf although it slowed ball and club sales until around mid-May.

Manufacturers dealing with the professionals and superintendents say that the standard of operations in both these departments of golf business has continued to show substantial progress.

The educational programs in course maintenance which in recent years have had counterparts in the pro end of the business are praised by the leading manufacturers in golf as great contributions to the game and its players as well as solid foundations for further advance by the businessmen in golf.

Education to Pay Pros

John Sproul, United States Rubber golf ball sales head, says "The progress of the PGA educational program in establishing the long-desired short course of business schooling for assistants at Dunedin makes golf history."

"During the past several years, since PGA sections have gone in for spring meetings featuring practical business training, the standard of pro merchandising has steadily elevated and the pros' merchandising position has definitely strengthened."

"There are no magic or easy ways any business has found to increase sales volume and command of the market, as successful businessmen professionals well know. The extension of the pro department education for pros and assistants in the enlarged program at Dunedin this winter is a wise and constructive move for assuring greater profits and protection to pro golf business."

What the pros may expect in improved business methods already has been previewed in the course maintenance field.

J. L. (Jim) Holmes of Mallinckrodt Chemical Works remarks "The greater attendance and interest of course superintendents at turf field days and educational conferences is a development accounting for a marked advance in golf course maintenance standards."

"Not only do the superintendents benefit from lessons learned through controlled research but have opportunities to exchange experiences and ideas with rather large numbers of other superintendents."

"We have had frequent occasions to share in this interchange and use of information during our introduction of a broad spectrum turf fungicide which we believe to be the most important development in golf course maintenance operations this year. The product insures against the misdiagnosis of diseases and is especially valuable when more than one disease is present — which often happens."

Women's Business to Boom

Vincent Richards, head of Dunlop Tire and Rubber sports dept. comments "The highlight of pro department business this year appears to me to be the growth of pro shop sales to women."

"In discussing this increase with a number of professionals I am impressed by the way the wise fellows are planning to 'push this trend. I believe that if the weather gives pro business a break in 1957 the smart ones will increase their golf ball sales to women by 50 per cent and have the best year they ever had in this department."

Gurdon Leslie, Manager of the Geneva works of True Temper Corp., is convinced that the golf business is entering a period of tremendous growth. He says:

"Our fiscal year which started May 1, 1955 and ended April 30, 1956 was the second largest year we've had since we began to make steel golf shafts."

"The growing interest men show in golf, plus the phenomenal increase in women and children's golf, lead us to believe the golf market is only a moderate fraction of what it is destined to be."

"It strikes me that the energetic and informed professional will get a large share of the increased golf business and that this share is assured by the constant improvement in pro merchandising of first class equipment."
Members of the committee who are handling arrangements for the National Mixed Foursome Two-Ball amateur championship to be held in Boca Raton, Fla., Feb. 12-16, 1957, recently met in New York to make plans for the event. They are (I to r): Willie Turnesa, Barbara Romack, Polly Riley, J. E. McAuliffe, chmn., Paul Gardner, Mary Ann Downey, Ted B.shop, Mrs. Phillip Cudone and Carl S. Mengel. Jack Penrose and Dick Chapman, also committee members, were unable to attend the New York meeting.

"I have a definite feeling that a strong effort should be made to interest the member of every club in golf instruction. If the pro would point out that the member has an investment in membership fees and equipment that should be made even more productive of pleasure and health by more time on the lesson and practice tee, I'm sure the response would increase the pro's profits and prestige."

Sales Opportunities Abound

Fred J. Bowman, Wilson Sporting Goods Co. pres., points out "There has been no dampening of golf enthusiasm this year in spite of bad weather conditions, at one time or another, over the entire country." He notes that the work of the National Golf Foundation, financed mainly by the foremost makers of clubs and balls, has been instrumental in the building of more than 360 courses in 1954, 1955 and this year, and hundreds of courses are under construction and planned.

On pro market prospects for 1957 Bowman comments:

"The golf professional is at the gateway of golf prosperity — anyone playing golf must more or less go through or pass the pro shop. He has a more or less "captive membership" and that membership has been sold on "pride of ownership on automobiles" but not on their golf clubs — they should get as much or more enjoyment from their golf clubs as they do from their cars!

"Walk through the parking lot of any club — you will see a preponderance of 1956, 1955, etc. models — but very few Model T's.

"Look over your bag rack — note how many hickory shafted clubs — old sheath-
promotion to pre-sell the golfers’ equipment. The alert pro should stock equipment that has sales appeal and consumer demand backed by responsible manufacturers.

“Prices on the 1957 line show a very small increase over 1956, even in view of much higher material and labor costs.”

Lauds Pros As Leaders

Bill Kaiser, mgr., pro dept., Hillerich and Bradsby Co., says “The golf pro business situation continues to show steady and notable progress. The golf pros generally as businessmen rank right along with the best of the smaller retailers — and some of the pros do an annual volume that takes them well out of the ‘small business’ class.

“Increased sales volume resulting from energetic and advanced display and merchandising, the convenience of the pro’s store, his wise selling tie-up with the lesson tee, and hard work have brought the pro increased inventory and credit problems but our experience is that pros are handling these matters with excellent judgment and awareness of the importance of top credit rating.

“The pro is in an enviable position of being able to observe in his members’ use of clubs what design and construction features are most suitable for the customers. We have found that adopting the pro’s suggestions obtained from the close-up of player use has accounted for a highly satisfying increase in business in clubs made especially for pro-shop sale.”

Pro Business Sturdily Healthy

Henry Cowen, MacGregor Golf pres., a canny observer of the pro business, remarks:

“The golf market in 1956, as the industry’s reports undoubtedly will show when released, continued to reflect a high level in both production and sales. In the interest of factual reporting, however, it probably would be less than accurate to predict an all-time peak in this year’s volume. Unseasonal weather, rain and cold, prolonged well into late spring and even early summer in many sections of the country, raised havoc with normal anticipated play. Golf ball and lesson revenues particularly declined in these months, but by mid-summer it was apparent that equipment sales of all types had taken an encouraging spurt.

“Pro shop inventories, a matter of serious concern as late even as July, began to move out in healthy fashion, and the evidence points now to no more than the usual seasonal carry-overs on hand consistent with the annual pattern. That this position was attained, considering the penalty for a late start, can be credited to aggressive pro shop merchandising and promotion, intelligent and vigorous effort. Golf professionals who conscientiously and diligently supervised their shop operations should be able to look back on a record of successful accomplishment. The hours were long, and the,

150,000 Xmas Shopping Guides Ordered by Professionals

For the third straight year, GOLFDOM’s “Christmas Shopping at Your Pro Shop” catalog that has been used by pros throughout the country in promoting gift sales volume, is a sell-out.

A total of 150,000 copies of the catalog has been distributed to pros in the last two months, indicating that pro Xmas gift sales again will easily go over the $1,000,000 mark. In 1954 when 106,000 copies were distributed, and again in 1955, when 135,000 catalogs were supplied, pros realized well over $1,000,000 in extra gift business that the shopping guide helped to develop. This is the third year the catalog has been published.

“Christmas Shopping at Your Pro Shop” is pro-only in circulation and golf gift merchandising.
work arduous, but results were rewarding. "Prospects for 1957 are bright, but competition for the consumer dollar is equally keen. It scarcely seems feasible to review the various phases of merchandising in any brief resume, but foresighted professionals must continue to keep informed and alert. In short, it is a fair-sized business that most professionals are operating today. As such, success only can be achieved by adopting modern business-like methods of operation. "Altogether the outlook for the industry in general, and professional golf in particular, is encouraging. Statistics compiled by the National Golf Foundation reveal a nominal but steadily increasing number of participants and a similar continuing gain in golf course facilities. The 4-day work week may not be around the proverbial corner just yet, but the upturn in overall golf activity is significant, and it is reassuring that very real progress is being scored now in expanding the golf market."

**Supts’. Foresight Valuable**

Wm. A. Cleary, pres., W. A. Cleary, makers of golf course chemicals, comments that the extremes of heat, cold, moisture, drought and the usual catalog of diseases and pests at the nation’s courses during the past two years have directed attention to the professional advancement of course suptqs.

"Application of research, foresight and preventive methods have enabled suptqs. to minimize or escape course damage that several years back would have been enormously costly."

"This achievement isn’t recognized by the golfing public," Cleary says, "nevertheless it undoubtedly is the most significant development in golf course maintenance since it became a profession instead of a casual and minor sideline of agronomy."

"From now on the supt. must think in terms of prevention of trouble — even that caused by weather — and insure the preservation of excellent playing conditions by materials, machinery and the foresight, skill and research genius of men."

Herbert C. Johnson jr., head of Nadco Sporting Goods Co., takes a bright view of the weather factor that often plagues golf business. Johnson advises more attention to lengthening the golf playing and business season in a lot of the country—a sound suggestion that produced the leaf-cleaning programs that are standard maintenance procedure at many courses and the Christmas golf gift sales campaign by pros.

"Says Johnson: "Although early bad weather in 1956 delayed sales, we noticed that the active selling season lasted four weeks longer this year."

"Shipments from our plant on golf products in the month of July were 64% above July of a year ago. This extension of the season in 1956 may well be a forerunner of what to expect in the future."

"We noticed a very large upswing in golf cart sales in September in that many pros took advantage of the demand for golf carts by people who are still accustomed to using caddies during mid-season, but who needed carts when the boy caddies returned to school. These golfers have extended their playing season because of the golf cart."

"Active Christmas promotions by more and more pros every year are another indication that the selling season can easily be lengthened."

"In 1957, we look forward to a good year, and a longer selling season."

"We believe that every pro should give serious consideration to extending his selling season, eventually with the view to making it a year-round activity."